
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2014/2015 
 
Matchday 5 (29th October 2014) 
 
 
Premier Division 

 
 

With only three points separating the top three teams the premier division is 
wide open. This week the leaders Dynamos with Matt Caddy, Dennis Hayden 
and Mounis Abosedira went down 6-4 in a real battle with second placed 
Hang Em High who move into the top spot. Third placed Bullets are just two 
points from the leaders. For Hang Em High In form Andrew Sharland scored 
the only treble and also with Michael Bridger (2) completed the win by 
defeating Matt Caddy and Dennis Hayden in the doubles for the match win. 
Dynamos Dennis Hayden won two including the scalp of Michael Bridger. 
Mounis Abosedira and Matt Caddy won one each. 
 
Bullets David Champneys and Tom Pomej both got trebles plus the doubles in 
their 7-3 win against Bats. For Bats one each for Les Hopkins, Bob Hoare and 
George Mariner. 
 
A big first win for Game Changers against One Hit Wonders. For Game 
changers Two for Angus Ogg plus two from new signing Rory Scott and one 
for Bev Godfrey with Angus and Rory winning the doubles. For One Hit 
Wonders, League Champion Marc Burman earned his team a point with a 
treble. While junior Luke Gallagher won one and took a set off British League 
player Rory Scott. 
 
 
Division One 

 
Lindfield Thunderbolts drop to third as they could only field two players and 
Wanderers move into second place. Gangsters five all draw with The X men 
kept them on top. A treble from John Burnham plus one from Vincent 
L’Estrange with Vincent and John taking the doubles for the draw. 
 
 X Men’s Tony Pells and Tim Grant grabbed two plus one from Peter Caddy. 
Wanderers defeat a two man Lindfield Thunderbolts six games to four. For 
Wanderers one plus a walkover for Marcin Andrejewski and Phil Harvey plus 
the walkover for Ray Parker. Marcin and Phil won a close fought doubles to 
seal the 6-4 win. For two man Thunderbolts. Three for new junior signing 
Kieran Grey plus one for Jim Griffin. 
 
A real battle saw Magiks defeat Tigers 7-3 with most matches going to four 
and five sets. Magiks Kevin Deacon a treble Mel Sims two and Alistair Blue 
one. The doubles went to Alistair Blue and Mel Sims. For the battling Tigers a 
consolation point with two from Samantha Monk plus one from Nooch 
Staplehurst. 



 
 
Division Two 

 
Top of the division Bashers team of juniors defeated second placed Spin 
Masters in a tight game 6-4. 
 
Bashers Annabel Bridger was the star in winning all three singles then 
combining with Luke Allum to win the doubles. Quote from Kate Bridger A 
very entertaining doubles match as Bashers defeated  Spin Masters in three 
to take the match. Kate Bridger and Luke Allum won one apiece. For Spin 
Masters two for Tom Christophersen and one each for Sam Oosterbaan and 
Tomas Smith. The score line does not do justice to a close match. 
 
Boys Unite did well to draw five all with Ashenground. David Lea and Jack 
Ashworth two apiece plus one from Peter Booth gave the Boy’s five games 
while Ashengrounds five came from a treble from Cathy Seiderer plus one 
from Ron Gentry who with Cathy won the doubles. 
 
Parents Unite with trebles all round for Colin Cooper, Peter Dunsby and Dean 
Naude plus the doubles win for Peter and Dean made the score 10-0 against 
Pingwins Rupert Browning, David Gallagher and Jim Allum. 


